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I hawfal len i n  love a b i t  with GPS then. However, 
<'%{ . , -, it W a s  the start o f  something big i n  her life: a 
t A professional journey that led her t o  Australia's 

outback where she literally put ancient 
Aboriginal art on the map. But she didn't stop 
there.. . 
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j 4  pedestrian Navigation 

Hybridization of MEMS and Assisted ti. World's Smallest 
Valerie Renaudin, Okan Yalak, an 
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a-.Ts.., Integrated Navigation System for Micro Aerial Vehicles 

Inertial sensors can help keep us on track Stefan Winkler, Marco Buschmann, and 
indoors when we're out o f  reach of GNSS. But i f  Peter Vorsmann 
we can model how people walk, it makes it a l l  , I . - ,,-::, 
much more worthwhlle . . . and accurate. br@q A micro aerial -a tiny, unmann$$, 
how one group is doing itinswitzerland. aircraft - needs a similarly sized navigati&.:: ap , 

system. This one, designed and built by an -!Y 

-Ugineer ing team from the Technical University - tTf,Braunschweig, Germany, could be the world's 
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6PS Applications in an Airborne Maritime 
Surveillance System 
Jorg Bendisch, Harald Hoffmann, Thomas 

2 2 Hum., I Enginee 
Wieneke, Hans-Georg Niemtiller 
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Airborne saMch and rescue missions at p' 

$2 sea pose ?set of challenging technical and , : m k m m a m ~ n o r u  o p e r a t i o ~ ~ e q u i r e m e n t s  t o  meet the l i fe- 
I ;  Melody Ward Leslie 

.Cf.*pi:~ &.+< m i c a 1  a p p l f . e ~ Y 1  fnualved. These require 
specialized navigation and flight management 

Itwasn'tnecessati l~ r o ~ a n c e w t  had Allison capabilities that, i n  turn, support a variety of 
Kealy out under the Qars i n  other surveillance sensors and functions. This 
all t h o s e m p # $ w d I  article describes one such system. 
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Exploration of hybrid inertialJGPS systems to provide i$.;$!,s. .lj,i'isl environments describe areas where the 

would like to  see robust systems that tan operate  indoor^.^'^ ' - - I of glass illustrate light indoors.) 

8, - 
continuous positioning through varying environments c : :: 
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, .  represents a growing field of interest to researchers. I*&$ i r  4 
particular, first responders and public safety professional ~ 4 9 ,  " 

surrounding construction/vegetation 
block GNSS satellite signals to a greater 
or lesser extent. Urban canyons, sport 
stadiums, or a building entrance made 

GNSS receiver. Special attention i s  paid to efforts being made I its the associated area with his car. 'rhe 

This article describes work under way t o  develop a pedestriaq . 
navigation system based on inertial sensors and an assisted "* ' , 

For example, in the course of a sin- 
gle day a mobile maintenance worker 
receives new service reauests and vis- 

ne of the primary uses of GNSS 
systems such as GPS is to help 
people mvigate'as they travel 
about t b  Earth. As with celes- 

tial navigation, GNSS enables us to find 
our position in unknown territories. 

With suitable means of communi- 
cations, GNSS functionality can also be 
extended to track people. Combining 
tracking techniques with geographical 

i n  "gait analysis" to fine;tune the behavior of the inertial 
sensors as well as the stochastic models used i n  the syste @ 

maps creates the possibility of providing 
gurdance information to assist people in 
their movements, as is widely done fdr 
car qavigation and safety-critical appli- 
cations in support of aircraft, trains, and 
marine vessels. 

In contrast to motorized vehicles, 
- however, a large part of pedestrian 

movement takes place indoors or in 
light indoor environments. (These 

worker spends the major part of his day 
repairing hardware inside buildings 
where he often needs nihgation data in 
an unfamiliar environment. Moreover, 
he has an additional interest in any 
safety improvement that arises from his 
ability to navigate and be tracked on his 

2 rl;, . i  

work sites. $AZ 
In the outdoors, where'there isa dear 

line of sight to the satellites, GNSS tech- 
nology is able ta provide location with 
good accuracy and condnuity of service. 
However, indoor and light indoor envi- 
ronments are quite challenging for satel- 



lite positioning and alternate navigation 
methods need to be sought that better 
suit these scenarios. The use of assisted- 
GPS (AGPS) and inertial navigation sys- 
tems (INS) can be considered as two of 
these alternate methods. 

AGPS techniques use data dissemi- 
nated by a telecommunication channel 
to a GPS receiver in oder to improve the 
receiver's sensitivity, reduce its time-to- 
fix, and minimize the complexity of its 
design. The techniques typically involve 
a mobile phone able to acquire GPS sig- 
nals, a cellular network, and an assis- 
tance data server. 

AGPS enlarges the working area of a 
stand-alone GPS receiver to urban can- 
yons or even indoors, where large sig- 
nal attenuation and degradation dects 
worsen receiver performance. However 
the r&nt success of AGPS must not hide 
its technical limitations. In these chal- 
lenging environments, signal strength 
might be too low even for AGPS. 

Even with sufficient signal strength, 

a high probability of acquiring only 
reflected ( m a t h )  or cross-correlation 
signals introduces s w c a n t  errors into 
the GPS measurements. Such situations 
highlight the need for complementary 
technology for reliable indoor naviga- 
tion or tracking.. This article describes 

mechanical elements on a common sili- 
con substrate through micro-fabrication 
technology. They were not specifically 
developed for positioning, but they offer 
great possibilities for indoor and outdoor 
navigation in an autonomous and inde- 
pendent manner. 

Y EMS-based algorithms provide onlu relative data 
fmni &e previous -ion solutien to the Euaent one. 
We med to use absolute positioning data, such as AGPS, 
to or minithke the MUH;S-based walking path 
in an absolute geogmphical refemnee frame. 

development of a pedestrian navigation 
system based on inertial sensors and an 
assisted GNSS receiver, using a loosely 
coup1cd s h e .  

hrtid MEMS 
Inertial sensors used in pedestrian 
navigation typically use micro-electro- 
mechanical system (MEMS) designs. 
MEMS result from the integration of 

Global Positioning Solutions I 

One of the first localization pro- 
cesses, largely based on step detection 
and identification algorithms, was 
developed at the Ecole Polytechnique 
Fbd6rale de Lausanne (EPFL). (See the 
article by Quentin Ladetto cited in the 
Additional Resources section at the end 
of this article.). Pedestrian navigation 
based on MEMS sensors is affected by 
large amounts of drift and noise, typical 

We Are The ~ P S  Industry Leader In Signal 
Distribution Parts, Supplies And Services 
Our products 

S lit and distribute the GPSIGLONASS 
R! Carrier signal from one antenna to as 
many places as you need (1 - 64 outputs) 
Provide a clean strong signal to GPS 
Timing Cards, GPS Rece~vers, GPS 
Re-radiators and all devices that receive 
the GPSIGLONASS RF signal. 

(800) 463-3063 . (719) 595-9880 FAX (719) 595-9890 1 
salestech@GPSNetworkin~,com www.gpsnetworking,ca 
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IIIRE I MEMS sensors confiauration I 

of these sensors. These factors introduce 
errors into the esti~iiation of displace- 
ment and azimuth. 

We can reduce the effect of these 
errors by exploiting the biomechani- 
cal and physical characteristics of the 
human stride, but also by hybridizing 
MEMS information with absolute posi- 
tion information provided from other 
sources. The need for hybridization is . 
also dictated by the fact that MEMS- 
based algorithms provide only relative 
data from the previous position solution 
to the current one. We need to use abso- 
lute positioning data, such as AGPS, to 
relocate or reinitialize the MEMS-based 
walking path in an absolute geographi- 
cal reference frame. 

The coupling of different navigation 
systems is an efficient way to improve 
positioning performances. The tech- 
nique consists of combining measure- 
ments from complementary navigation 
devices to yield a hybridized system 
with increased accuracy, availability, 
and robustness. Pedestrian navigation 
based on MEMS and AGPS offer non- 
correlated complementary features that 
present them themselves as good candi- 
dates for a hybridhalion scheme. 

This coupling scheme has been SM- 

i edmady in~phases f romout -  
doors to indoors and the opposite. We 
can also consider it in a broader sense 
as a hybridization algorithm of MEMS- 
based positioning combed  with data 
from any absolute psitioaing system. 

'Ihe research presented in this arti- 
cle has been mainly carried out in the 
framework of the European project 
LIAISON (Location based servIceS for 
the enhancement ofthe Working envi- 
ronment) in which EPFL participates. 
'Ihe global objedive of this research is to 
cope with the kind ofpo&ioning errors 
described previously and to improve 
pedestrian navigation solutions mainly 
for emergency interventions. 

LIAISON intends to facilitate the 

Unit 
&oresing *- 

1 

1 
is coordinated by Alcatel Alenia Space, Characterization of a worker's physi- 
officially began in cal activity is a key element in the evalu- 
a planned duration of 42 months.- ation of his safety condition, particularly 

in the context of dangerous working sce- 
MEMS-Bamd Alg narios. For that purpose, we employed 
MEMS sensors, such as 

tional Resources, enables the analysis 
in real time of a worker's posture and 

Posture detection assesses basic 
as sitting, standing, and 
n of a possible emer- 

particular waking style. 

work of isolated workers, such as fire- 
fighters or taxi drivers, by providing 
them a mobile locati~n device. The 
results of LIAISON will help forward the 



The introduction 

like the waking sptsed 
in aneters per second 
offers mme realistic 

TllB M E M S - w  positioning algo- 

qcle thmtion (At) and the slope sf the A d d W m d m .  h&in lW8, 
& r c s d  (YL the 3rd Gener*tion Partnership Prow 

s = v x At x tan(y) 

?his 3GPP UGAD technical specifi- 
cation d.escribes the content of the geo- 
graphical area, including the type and 
encoding process of data. Although the 
use of this format oifers the advantage 
afworkmg with a common standard, it 
introduces sorne comtrahts when deal- 
ing with hybrid systems s ~ &  as ours. 

Figure 2 depicts the coding of the 
fo~mat and infarmation elements of 
the 30PP locatioa message used b r  the 
AGPS data and contains the following 
e l m e  

the position in WGS34 geographical 
coordinates with a corresponding 
position ummtahty ekpse 
the horizontal speed with the associ- 
ated uncertainty 
the bearing 

* theGPStime ofweek 
the time ta fix (TTF) position 
The typical eneoding resolution of 

the geographical position is lawer than 
two meters in t k  east direction and 
lower than one meter in the northing. 
This limitation in AGPS position accw 
r q  is in the range of Chat for low-cost 
GN56 receivers commonly used for 
AGPS Consequentl~, no major effect 
is expected on the AGPSIMEMS inte- 
gration scheme. However, the use of 
tbe 3GPP farmat for other indoor posi- 
tioning techniques, such as WiFi or 
Bluetooth, can induce a loss of the posi- 
tioning accuracy. The accuracy of these 
indoor techniques is o&en better than 
what the encdmg format can p r d e .  

VohciQ. The kernat provides the 
horizontal speed sad the bearing in 
term of the duection of the horizon- 
tal velocity component talcen d- 
from m&. 

The AGPS horizontal velocity is 
derived-from the Doppler frequency 
shift of the GPS carrier wave. As long as 
the satellite docity is precdy  known, 
the Doppler effect enables computa- 
tion with a high acmmq of the ground 
v t l o c ~  of the pedestrian. The satel- 
lite velocity predicted by the broadast 
ephemeris in the navigation message is 
sufficiently aau* to ad.licue accura- 
cies in tb order of several centimeters 
per seumd. (FormoreM011~seethe 
article by L. Sermo et a1 in Additional 



Resources.) Furthermore, the noise level 
of Doppler-derived velocity is far less 
compared with the noise level of psi- 
tim-derived velocity. 

C m e 8  Tim. Time synchroniza- 
tion is one of the major issues in the 
development of an inertiaVAGPS cou- 
pling scheme. The AGPS location &ta 
includes the GPS Time Ofweek (TOW) 
in sec~nds received fn>m the GPS satel- 
lite broadcasts. A MEMS wit has its own 
clock ' l hxehc  a common time marker 
has to be &ed between the MEkrlS and 
the AGPS brvations. For the tests pre- 
mteci€later,wedthedynamiaofthe 
pedestr iantoqmhmmthena~ 
data generated by the two technologies. 
Each trial starts with a period of stand- - - -  s- 

ing motionless before walking. 
AGPS position determination also 

provides the needed time to fix (TTF) 
the position. The AGPS computation can 
focus either on time to first fix (TTFF) 
performance or sensitivity. Because in 
urban and indoor environments the 
amount of adab l e  satellites in direct 
line of sight might be critical, sensitiv- 
ity performances are important. On the 
o k  had,  deemwing the TTF ensures 
the provision ofGPS positions in a short 
time span and allows hybridhation with 
MEMS obmmtbns. TTF rmght be used 
to reject old AGPS p s i t i a s  in a real- 
time hybridization process. 

H g b r i l ~ ~  
Ngum3showstheextededKaImanfil- 
tcr (EKE) designed fior the hybridization 
of MEMS and AGPS infbrmation. Bdng 
continuous and independent ofthe envi- 
ronment codgumtion, the measure- 
ments provided by the inertial module 
me nsed for the mechanization part of 
the filter and the AGPS measurements 
for the update of the filter. 

The state vector of the EKF contains 
the following parameters: the North N 
and East E components of the pedestri- 
an position, the horizontal velocity Y, a 
dfrc;torka&rctingtheMEMS-bas@d 
velocity mtput and the MEMS-based 
heading pertubations 6H. 

The wxticai component can be-treat- 
ed either as a state vector component 
computed s i m u l w  in the coupled 

Inertial module 

Position of the pedestrian 

scheme or in a separate process. As dis- 
cussed previously, pedestrian altitude 
is no&dinctly related to MEMS sensor 
observations integration but rather t~ 
the gait analysis. Therefore, the utiliza- 
tion of height as a variable in the state 
vector is of less interest. A separate cou- 
pling architecture processes the height 
component using the AGPS height 
observation as the true height. 

The case of a person changing floors 
using an elevator supports the approach 
of treating the he& in a separate pro- 
cess. In such a situation, MEMS observa- 
tions cannot reflect the altitude change. 
Using the AGPS positions as measure- 
ments in the filter would deteriorate the 
output and a&ict the MEMS-based error 
estimations. The risk arises fiom inter- 
pretation of the &age in the altitude as 
an error in the gait analysis, whereas the 
person was just s t d i q  in thc M. 

Thepedestriantrajecbrykdacribed 
by the fidlowingdassicalmechanism~ 

= Axvxs inf~  + 6 ~ )  

xt =AXVXCOS(H+~H)  

?his system of equations is non-lin- 
ear with respect to the system variables, 
which is why the EKF is used. 

-l-mmM---'ml 
S i  attenuation indoors due to walls 
reduces the availability of AGPS pod- 
tions, making it important to exploit 
all available AGPS measuremenb in 

the coupling scheme. However, GNSS 
rooeiver operation indoors is alsostrong- 
Iy affeded by multipath, which decreases 

ing accuracy. 
In order to constrain this problem 

and reject measurmnts in which the 
uncertainty of the positioning accu- 
racy is too large, the modelling of the 
measurement error covariance matrix 
in the Kalman filter uises the incoming 
position uncertainty from AGPS mea- 
suremw. 

However, the reliability of the posi- 
tioning accuracy uncertainty provided 
by the AGPS recehm is also a concern. 
To assess this aspect, we consider the 
physical constraints of the pedestrian 
walk, the predictive capability of the 
WS-based  algorithm, d study the 
innovation of the Kalman filter. 

Thespeafksofhumanmovementsin 
wallcingcanassisttheadapthmanner 
of addressing the integrity monitoring 
of AGPS measurements, which enables 
the system to reject bad measurements. 
MEUSseaeorsrecordthechmgesinthe 
cadence dwallung that induce physical 
effects. The AGPS variations in time 
should be in line with the smooth con- 
tinwus changes recorded by the inertial 
sensors. 

The positioning accuracy of the 
MEMS system decreases as a function 
of the travelled distance. A five percent 
~ d r s f t ~ t h e d i s t a n c e ~ n e w a l k s  
has been o b e r v d  Experimental results 



estimate the velocity of a pedestrian at 
between 0.8 and 1.2 meter per second. 
A dynamic threshold (r), resulting from 
previous data and the time span between 
two AGPS updates, can be computed to 
test the innovation sequence. 

(Az,-HxX,) ST 
= (tAGpu+i - tAw) S% 

where tAGPa,, is the AGPS position 
update associated with time (k+i), t,,,, 
is the previous AGPS position update 
associated with time k, and v is the 
MEMS-based estimation of the pedes- 
trian horizontal walkmg speed. 

Adaptive Measuremrnt 
Covariance Ma&rix 
Indoors and in light indoor environ- 
ments, AGPS positioning accuracy may 
vary from sewral meters up to several 
thousands of meters. A well-modelled 
measurement error covariance matrix is 
important to ensure good performances 
from the Kalman filter. 

Creating this matrix is a critical part 
of the hybridization scheme. Each new 
AGPS position provided is associated 
with a position uncertainty, which can 
be used in an adaptive manner in the 
filter. The semi-major axis uncertainty, 

surement, which in turn relates directly 
to the surrounding obstacles and the sig- 
nal to n o k  ratio for each tracked GNSS 
satellite. 

Considering the fact that in our case 
the AGPS horizontal velocity results 

The specifics of human movements in walking can 
assist the adaptive manner of addmising the integriQ 
monitoring ofA(iPS measurements, which enables the 
s~stem to reject bad measurements. 

the semi-minor axis uncertainty, the 
semi-major axis orientation, and the 
confidence level are usgd to compute 
variances associated with =sting and 
northmg coordinates. 

grd We have 
developed an additional enhancement 
to the adaptive treatment of the mea- 
surement covariance matrix based on 
the uncertainty of the AGPS horizontal 
velocity. The AGPS horizontal velocity 
varies with the quality of the AGPS ma- 

directly from the Doppler shift of the 
GPS carrier wave, the reliability of the 
horizontal ve l~ i ty  estimate is expected 
to be better than the one provided by 
the position coordinates themselves. 
This also depends on any prefiltering 
that might be done to the AGPS results 
before being available in the 3GPP for- 
mat for the coupling scheme. 

Because we expect a higher level of 
confidence in the size of the uncertain- 
ty in the AGPS horizontal velocity, the 

kr ri ,A . A. .: :. Under 1 second Time To First Fix 

50 channels, 1 million correlators 

Sense@ - 1 60 dBm sensitivity 

power consumption 

Chipsets Modules www.u-blox.com 



a; I%.(&%,;) e?l Nt&+ ~W&.)hthe, ma- 
domwffltor-* , 1, :,> :,. 

* x(t,,) = (l-$xAt)),xX$Jt;W($J for 
the first-order C;au~-h@ika; bro- 

I 
iconverges to zero. The physical inter- 

constant number for all times, but the 
values are given by a random variable. If 
the discrete random walk process is used 
to model the horizontal walking speed, 
it can be described as the average speed a 
navigation system user has walked from 
a starting point with the addition of a 
random horizontal velocity component 
at every step. 

In a first-order Gauss-Markov pro- 

" 
This phenomenon can be expressed as 

a low drift or a small deviation from the 
true trajectory. In that case, the behavior 
expected from the Kalman filter is to run 
in prediction mode. This situation occurs 
when not enough satellites with a good 
signal-to-noise ratio can be tracked or if 
the multipath effect is strong. 

In the prediction phase, the math- 
ematical discrete equations that prop- 

~ i r m l s  of AGPS/MEMs 
The pedestrian navigation system, com- 
prised of the MEMS and AGPS parts, 
has been tested on the EPFL campus 
in two different scenarios. For the first 
scenario, we chose an open-sky environ- 
ment outdoors. This test shows the full 
functionality of the filtering. 

The second scenario corresponds 
to the typical route that a visitor is fol- 



p 111~unt ing system 

l l t w n g ~ ~ i k  -in$ at the EPFL Ptrd &rare, d d p e d  
eht&g%kto the bailding. This samkrfrfcr by the mnthors, pEe- 

.is a-iated with what was pkeTlioudy pared tlst  em,& 
demlbed as the transition betwen out- GRdlata inhSPP 
doors and indoors and vice versa. The  bed^^ 
second scenario allows a more realistic 
asses§med &the positioning technique 
p d m c e s .  

using differential GPS 

ncy the trajectory where sbn 

the filtered tmj&& &am the am- 
- structed spline. 

separate antenna used to determine f - 4  d,d zs s e P m e  h d  ib The outdoors sceaarb was per- 
~e&eIy the true wd& ofthe pedes- i d w z  a a d w  idno$ esxirozmwnts. Eonned six times* The average accu~acy 

'w. This trajectory is used as the %-Etnd&AGPGdm w a O . % 4 n r e t m ~ a s t a n ~ d e v i a -  
xefagaw trajectory for the se~ults 
discwdb~- axandxma&,a 
B o t h ~ ~ m . ~ ~ t e d m h u w b  . 'Ihmhre, 370 
headmi- the ~tfset between tednique t h s s .  The are-@ durtion to walk 

tt~jeatory dmg the foprtpeth is 5.5 minute5 with 
- 9. as a spline with w e a r  & s b  to 1 mirut& indmrra 'Ihe starting p&t is 

- assess the 
tories. Th 

the GPS receiver. Data acquisition the minimam di&wa$ that separate dimetion k Wkated ban arrow. 'Ihe 

m-8- 
IGURE 6 Outdoors 1 



indoor portion liec _- ---- north of the 
yellow line. 

The three h d trajectories match 
with a good contideme level the true 
walked path drawn in red, at times over- 
lapping one another so closely as to be 
indisthgdddk in the figure. 'The aver- 
age accuracy for this outdoor scenario is 
0.93 meters associated with a standard 
deviation of0.99 meters. 

The EKP operates well as the pedes- 
trian moves from outdoors to light 
indoors. It handles the transition in 
a smooth manner that preserves the 
accuracy. 

As expected, accuracy decreases 
inside the building. When a person 
walks indoors, the filter relies only on 
the MEMS sensors that are affected by 
large drift and noise. The longer this 
period lasts, the larger is the deviation 
from the true trajectory. 

When the person exits the building 
and the AGPS measurement integrity is 
assessed, the filter is able to correct the 
accumulated deviation and convesga 
back to the true footpath. 'Lhis deviation 
is illustrated on Figure 7. 

Conclusions 
The extended Kalman filter and the 
enhancements presented earlier show 
interesting improvements h r  outdoors1 
indoors transition scenarios, compared 
to existing loosely coupled schemes. The 
main achievements d i n  an improved 
accuracy and reliability. Thanks to the 
distributed MEMS sensors configura- 
tion, the tracking of the movements of 
a person is dm more precise. The &a 
is able to output accurate quasi-instan- 

identify the time a 
person is entering a zone where AGPS 
data are not reliable remains a difficult 
task. The deterioration of AGPS is often 
correlated with surrounding obstades, 
The provision of additional data that 
indicated if the pedestrian is still out- 
doors or has just gone indoors could 
improve then filter performances. .: 

Without thinking about more'cbm- 
plex techniques, such as match-map- 
ping, for example, it certainly would 
be interesting to try to improve the 
hybridization process by incorporat- 
ing data on the number of satellites 
tracked and their signal-to-noise ratio 
in addition to the existing 3GPP loca- 
tion format. , 
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